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The Fourth Industrial Revolution [Industry 4.0] has been evolving at an exponential and unprecedented pace for at least the last 10 years and
well before COVID-19. For all of that time global leaders have been warned that one of the single greatest risks the world faced was a global
pandemic, particularly after the emergence of SARS [2003] and MERS [2012]. We as a collective race of people have known, and do know
now that Industry 4.0 is disrupting every industry globally with a breadth and depth of change that heralds the transformation of entire systems of
learning, production, management, work and governance. The pressing question is why it has taken COVID-19 and the complete shut down of
the global economy and our social fabric in 2020 to start holding initiatives like ‘online training sessions’ and escalated responses that address
deficiencies in ecosystems of learning and economy to urgent?
Governments, educators, business, workforce and society need to understand the changing environment, be resilient to its changes and relentlessly
and continuously learn and innovate. These are not new educational capacities and concepts. Yet current educational frameworks evolved in
the 1800’s when the time and relevance to study, learn, and develop capabilities were linear and mechanistic and are fiercely resistant to
innovation to reshape. Legacy systems and infrastructure are shackling the intrinsic expectation that learning will at the very least keep pace with
change.
Supporting need, on the 13th June 2019 the UN and the World Economic Forum signed a strategic partnership that placed 6 key areas at the
international critical level, requiring urgent acceleration if we are to attain the SDG’s by 2030. Two of those six areas relate to directly to this
reflection, Education & Skills and Digital Co-operation. Systemic collaborative, future focused change is urgently required across the world to
harness and continue to escalate the new paradigm of learning if a resilient future is to be secured. The African Talent Hub has been described
by Professor’s Mammo Muchie and Stephen Little as the “third space” or dimension that connects the void between academic learning by higher
education and society, and the outcomes sought largely by business to deliver on real world challenges. I would go so far as to suggest that for
Africa to own Industry 4.0 and its future, that the Talent Hub and mind set requires 4D. A fourth dimension that truly embraces and advances the
potentials of frontier technology to reshape the way Africa learns, engages and find solutions to challenges that have previously seemed
insurmountable.
The current broadcast education system is failing; the economy is rejecting learners with qualifications; education is not accessible or relevant to
everyone and does not maximise the potentials of technology and the ability for equitable distribution of the benefits of the 21st Century or Industry
4.0. The increase in universities and colleges offering more short ‘courses’ online has been swift and tagged as ‘future learning’ and as
‘collaborative social learning’ yet these are largely using the internet to deliver the same traditional content in a digital form. People and the
economy do require capacity and the skills that enables freedom of passage throughout the world they live and work in – whatever that looks
like at any given moment. To achieve this a mind shift in thinking and systemic future focused change is urgently required that embraces the
pervasiveness of frontier technology and has epistemology founded in innovation, invention, entrepreneurship, employment creation and the
embodiment of preparedness for the future of learning and work.
While there are regular headlines on how blockchain could transform our daily lives, at the moment its potential application to systemic
educational reshaping does not feature as a priority on national agendas and has not been widely explored to address critical need. In emerging
areas of the world such as Africa, and for the underserved in all our communities harnessing its potential will be indispensable for social an
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economic inclusion and sustainable growth. Charley Cooper the Managing Director of R3 concurs "That requires a considerable shift in mindset,
and even if new technology does bring increased efficiencies, lower costs and all the rest, you still have to ask people to recalibrate how they've
traditionally done business. That's no small ask".

Frontier technology is already and will continue to fundamentally impact and positively disrupt the fields of finance, economics, business,
industry, education, social impact, entrepreneurship, and governments, to name just a few. However, the profound potential is in ways we
don't yet truly grasp. Blockchain and distributed ledger technology are one example that stands out as one of the least-understood and
yet regularly featured topics in headlines as the most life-changing and transformational technology of modern times. A real mind shift is
necessary to ensure that all business, including those who deliver learning, can understand, integrate, adopt, embrace, deploy and benefit
from the opportunities the technology can offer, including its mutual inclusion with data and AI. For businesses and their decision makers to
be at the heart of this next digital revolution all sectors must get serious about overcoming resistance through open conversation, practical
educational communities and execution of simple business cases with the tools and networks to support them.
Learning organisations, inclusive of universities, colleges and schools must prioritise the current strides forward as a result of necessity
through COVID-19 restrictions and remove their ‘filter bubbles’ and look to embed and advance the future of work and learning through
capturing and mapping 21C and 4IR capacities, using technology like blockchain for identity; credential issuance; commercialisation and
provenance of research, information, data and copyright; using innovation think tanks like hackathons for ideation and hypotheses and for
improving operational efficiencies so resources may be better allocated. In the short term, being digitally active in network communities
such as LinkedIn; utilising 21C digital dynamics to engage meaningfully using virtual video conferencing techniques; using web based
graphically enhanced presentations; the use of low data podcasts and the use of gamification and interactive tools will also deliver
maximum value and build quality user experience and learner aptitude. These will be critical for continents like Africa to participate with
maximum effect in the international world of innovation.
The commitment to continue these web-based training sessions for APGA and ESAN and the focus of the African Talent Hub combined
with the transformational nature of frontier technology is inherently creating a ‘conversation of change’ which means education has also
reached an exciting and unprecedented inflection point. This must translate to actions, so Africa has the capability to fundamentally mind
shift and establish a ‘moonrise’ global andragogical learning ecosystem, digital commons and communities where no one is left behind.
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